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Abstract. Stochastic interval systems is a new type of stochastic system in recent years, which is a new field integrated by information and control. This paper introduces the research history and the newest research trends of stochastic interval systems, and presents many widespread theoretical and application problems. Moreover, some new research topics and directions related to stochastic interval systems are proposed.

Introduction

For many problems in natural world, socio-economic, material systems of practical engineering, their dynamic rules can be described by deterministic dynamic model or random system model. The description of deterministic system model is by deterministic ordinary differential equations, which is to simplify the process of the actual system. Its system model is relatively simple, and is easy to analyze and synthesize, and its research tool is also relatively simple. When the considered system is under ideal conditions or system accuracy is not required, the system is often reduced to a deterministic model.

Since the creation of modern control theory, control theory based on deterministic system model has been developing rapidly, and played an important role in practical applications. However, in many practical systems, such as engineering controls, traffic management, physical circuit system, the random factor is objective and inevitable. Due to the perturbations by the internal structure parameter, the system control inputs and the external environment, the established model can not accurately describe the controlled object or the system creates deviation between the running model and the actual object. In large-scale integrated circuits, interference of random factors is inevitable. To ignore the interference of random factors will increase the systematic errors and affect system performance. On the radio circuit receiving system, due to the random noise disturbance outside, the received signal of a radio is unstable. Thus, random factors are worth considering.

With the development of science and technology, the system accuracy requirements of practical engineering technology become more and more high. The original simplified deterministic model can not meet the accuracy requirements of the system. The system designed by deterministic model in operation will deviate from predetermined design requirements, resulting in the generation of random deviation. Therefore, in the system modeling, we should fully consider the impact of random factors on the system, and use a stochastic model for system modeling and use the stochastic point of view for the system analysis and synthesis. Stochastic system model is described by stochastic ordinary differential equations. In a sense, the theory of stochastic systems are the combination product of deterministic systems theory and stochastic processes.

In most actual operation of the control system, there are more or less uncertain factors, such as the measurement error of physical components, the impact of limited word length of memory, and outside interference, and thus to establish accurate mathematical model of system objects is usually not possible. The uncertainty of system parameters causes a certain interference for the parameters of state-space model, which is an important reason to cause system instability and performance degradation. Parameter uncertainty is inevitable in the real system, where there is a kind of uncertainty
can be described as a state of some or all of the elements of the matrix system changes in some defined interval, which is the interval control systems.

Interval control system is a kind of important systems with uncertain parameters. In a practical system, for example, the perturbation of system parameters induced by component aging, the changes of linear models for a aircraft caused by different heights and different Mach, which can be described by using interval system. For another example, the aircraft movement system and the motor control system can be regarded as the interval control system. In recent years, robust stabilization and interference suppression of interval systems became the focus of attention of many scholars, and made many valuable results [1-2], such as Ref. [3] pointed out that the supply chain system has the characteristics of uncertain stochastic systems with time-delay, and Ref. [4] studied stochastic stability problem for a supply chain system with the characteristics of interval gray time-delay, which shows that this kind of the interval control systems have important applications background.

Robust Control and Stability Analysis of Stochastic Systems

Random factors are widespread in nature. In 1931, Kolomogrov laid the foundation mathematical theory of stochastic processes. In 1951, Doob described the mathematical theory of stochastic processes. In 1951, Itô first introduced the Itô law, and correctly explained the meaning of stochastic differential [3], thus contributed to the great development of the theory of stochastic differential equations, and laid the theoretical foundation of stochastic differential equations. In 1969, Kozin [4] divided random system into two categories according to the distribution of the random variable, as well as the memory characteristics of random process, i.e., the stochastic systems which random parameter is Gaussian white noise, and the stochastic systems which random parameter is non-Gaussian white noise. For the stochastic systems which random parameter is Gaussian white noise, the mathematical model is Itô stochastic differential equations.

Stochastic systems widely exist in the systems of natural science, engineering technology and society. To study on the stochastic systems becomes very important research content for the engineering technology technicist. In recent years, some important research in the field of deterministic system has been successfully extended to stochastic systems. For example, [5-6] studied the stability for stochastic delay systems and random Markov delay systems by introducing free weighting matrices, and obtained corresponding delay-dependent stability criteria respectively. [7] discussed the stability of neutral stochastic uncertain delay systems. [8] extended the integral inequality method to the nonlinear stochastic uncertain delay systems, and obtained a delay-dependent stability criteria. [9] studied the robust exponential stability of a kind of neutral stochastic Markov jump systems, and gave the sufficient conditions of robust exponential stability for the systems. [10] studied the stability of a kind of neutral stochastic neural networks with Markov jump by using the segmentation method. Due to limitations of stochastic Lyapunov stability theory, the robust control of stochastic systems has been unable to get faster development. Until 1998, Hinrichsen [11] et al. put forward H∞ control of stochastic systems and established a random bounded real lemma, then the H∞ control of stochastic system has been greatly developed. With the development of H∞ control of stochastic systems, the research on stochastic systems has become a hotspot of research, and the stability and robust control problems of stochastic systems made great development, and a large number of research results emerged, for example, [12] studied robust H∞ control for the uncertain stochastic system with time-varying delay, and gave the sufficient conditions for the delay-independent and delay-dependent. [13] studied the robust stability and H∞ for the stochastic systems with time-varying delays. [14] studied the output feedback H∞ control for the stochastic delay systems and the state feedback stabilization state feedback H∞ control problems for the nonlinear stochastic systems.

In the above designing scheme of robust control, they only considered the uncertainty of system parameters, and did not consider the uncertainty of controller gain. Due to environmental changes, the system noise, hardware and software and other factors, there are uncertainties in the implementation process of controller, then the traditional method of robust control design exhibited a high degree of
vulnerability, resulting in performance degradation or the stability of closed-loop system is destroyed, then the controller must be designed to withstand a certain degree of change. Therefore, the study of non-fragile controller received considerable attention, and a lot of achievements has presented, for example, [15] studied the Non-fragile robust $H_{\infty}$ control problems for the stochastic delay systems, and gave the design method of non-fragile controller. [16] studied the non-fragile robust stabilization problem for the convex polyhedron uncertain stochastic systems, and gave non-fragile robust stabilization conditions.

Passivity was first introduced in the control theory by Lurie and Popov, which is the product of the input and output as an energy supply rates. Passivity is a special case of the dissipation. In 1972, Willems put forward the theory of dissipative systems, and established the relationship between a storage function and supply rate, and presented the concept of dissipation. It has a very close relationship between the passivity and stability of the system. For decades, through the efforts of scholars, the fruitful results are achieved, for example, [17] studied the passive control issues of the stochastic delay systems with time delay.[18] studied the passive analysis and control problems for the stochastic delay systems, and gave the passive conditions, and designed passive controller.

Robust Control and Stability Analysis of Interval Systems

In 1978, Kharitonov [19] proposed Four Endpoint Inspection Theorem on the robust stability of interval polynomials, which pioneered the study of interval systems. Kharitonov Theorem provided a kind of research ideas, i.e., sub-set test instead of the overall test, which regarded the interval system as a deterministic system. Inspired by Kharitonov's work, some researchers are trying to develop similar results for a kind of more sophisticated range of systems. For example, Bialas [20] studied the stability of the interval matrices which the elements changes in an interval. Hollot [21] studied the robust stability of polynomial polytopes and proposed the Edge Theorem.

As a basic tool for analyzing system stability, the traditional method of Lyapunov is natural to be applied to the robust stability analysis of interval systems. When using Lyapunov method, one idea is to create a Lyapunov function, and then estimate the stable area of the system in the parameter space. If the range of parameters is included in the estimated area, the system is robust and stable. Another idea is to create a Lyapunov function for the entire range of system, then to determine the robust stability of the system by testing whether the derivative is negative in the range of parameter variation. The benefits of using Lyapunov method is that it can analyze more general systems, but the other methods are difficult to effectively do this analysis. However, the criterion by the Lyapunov methods are generally sufficient, more or less have a certain conservative. To reduce conservatism, Barmish [22] proposed the concept of parameter dependent Lyapunov function, and used a parameter dependent Lyapunov function as a tool, and combined with LMI (Linear Matrix Inequality, LMI) method, then numerous sufficient robust stability criterion are obtained [23-24].

New Research Topics and Directions

As previously mentioned, there are series of results on the stochastic systems and the interval system, but the study of stochastic interval systems are rare. Because of issues related to stochastic interval systems research is more difficult, not many tools available. Therefore, the study of robustness and associated control problems for stochastic interval systems is necessary and urgent. So we can do this research work.

Firstly, we can use the LMI and generalized Itô formula to study the robust stability and robust stabilization problems for the, and establish the stochastic interval bounded real lemma for the, and then apply the lemma to the study of robust $H_{\infty}$ control and non-fragile $H_{\infty}$ control of linear stochastic interval systems, and design to state feedback controller which meets the performance criteria under the robust, stochastic dynamic feedback controller and a non-fragile controller. Secondly, we can study the passive control problems for the linear stochastic interval systems, establish the stochastic passive conditions, and design the randomized passive controller, and then extend the above results and the
methods to the stochastic interval delay systems and neutral stochastic interval delay systems. For the research on nonlinear stochastic interval systems, we can comprehensively apply the stochastic analysis tools and modern control theory such as Itô formula, Finsler Lemma, Stochastic Integral Inequality and Random Razumikhin Theorem to establish the criterion for robust stability and stabilization of this kind of systems and bounded real Lemma, and study the robustness $H_{\infty}$ control, non-fragile $H_{\infty}$ robust control, passive control problem, and then design the appropriate controller and nonlinear controller. This study will enrich the random interval system robustness analysis and related control theory, and provides new ways and methods for in-depth study of stochastic interval control systems.
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